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Product
Event
Flags

Sizes Available (Height)
Feather ﬂag 2100mm Tear Drop ﬂag 1850mm Sail ﬂag 2400mm
Feather ﬂag 3100mm Tear Drop ﬂag 2900mm Sail ﬂag 3600mm
Feather ﬂag 4300mm Tear Drop ﬂag 4000mm Sail ﬂag 4900mm
Feather ﬂag 5600mm Tear Drop ﬂag 5400mm

Recommended
Tokyo Flag 120gsm

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
Remove all products from packaging.

1

Lay your event Flag out on
a ﬂat surface.

2

Remove the Pole from the
carrier bag.

3

Insert the bottom section
of the top, thinner pole
into the top section of the
bottom pole.
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4

Push the two poles
together to ensure the
poles are securley ﬁtted.

7

Your ﬂag should now be
ready to insert into your
chosen base option.

5

Push the top of the pole
with the black nib into
the bottom end of the ﬂag
sleeve, until the top of
the pole reaches the end
of the sleeve at the top of
the ﬂag.

8

6

Located at the bottom of
the ﬂag is a bungee with
ball. Hook the bungee over
the protruding plastic
section on the ﬂag pole
handle as shown below.

Ensure the end of the ﬂag
pole is fully inserted into
the folded webbing pocket
at the top edge of the ﬂag.

Product information and warnings






This product has been designed for professional event use.
Take care and keep away from eyes when assembling poles
and attaching ﬂag to the poles.
Always place on a ﬁrm level base.
Do not use in windy conditions.
Ensure the product has been correctly assembled before using.






Remove and dispose of all packaging safely before using.
Keep away from naked ﬂames and other heat sources.
Due to continual product development, we reserve the right
to change any product or speciﬁcations without prior notice.
All weights and dimensions are approximate, and we accept
no liability for any variance.

How to care for your ﬂag






To get the best out of your ﬂags, we recommend washing prior
to use in a 40-degree short cycle wash with standard washing
detergent.
Take care and keep away from eyes when assembling poles
and attaching ﬂag to the poles.
Drip dry only (DO NOT TUMBLE DRY).
Once your ﬂag is in use, should it become dirty, it is acceptable
to wash following the above instructions.





Dismantle your ﬂag during adverse weather conditions,
including strong winds.
Always ensure rotating adaptor is securely ﬁxed to base
(routine check is advisable).
To avoid damage to your ﬂag, please ensure that the top of the
pole is correctly inserted into the reinforced end of the sleeve
as shown below (design may vary slightly according to your
chosen ﬂag shape).

